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Abstract
We present a toolkit for coreference resolution
error analysis. It implements a recently proposed analysis framework and contains rich
components for analyzing and visualizing recall and precision errors.

1

Introduction

Coreference resolution is the task of determining
which mentions in a text refer to the same entity. Both the natural language processing engineer
(who needs a coreference resolution system for the
problem at hand) and the coreference resolution researcher need tools to facilitate and support system
development, comparison and analysis.
In Martschat and Strube (2014), we propose a
framework for error analysis for coreference resolution. In this paper, we present cort1 , an implementation of this framework, and show how it can be useful for engineers and researchers. cort is released as
open source and is available for download2 .

2

Error Analysis Framework

Due to the set-based nature of coreference resolution, it is not clear how to extract errors when an
entity is not correctly identified. The idea underlying the analysis framework of Martschat and Strube
(2014) is to employ spanning trees in a graph-based
entity representation.
1
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Figure 1 summarizes their approach. They represent reference and system entities as complete onedirectional graphs (Figures 1a and 1b). To extract
recall errors, they compute a spanning tree of the
reference entity (Figure 1a). All edges in the spanning tree which do not appear in the system output
are extracted as recall errors (Figure 1c). For extracting precision errors, the roles of reference and
system entities are switched.
The analysis algorithm is parametrized only by
the spanning tree algorithm employed: different algorithms lead to different notions of errors. In
Martschat and Strube (2014), we propose an algorithm based on Ariel’s accessibility theory (Ariel,
1990) for reference entities. For system entity spanning trees, we take each output pair as an edge.

3

Architecture

Our toolkit is available as a Python library. It
consists of three modules: the core module provides mention extraction and preprocessing, the
coreference module implements features for
and approaches to coreference resolution, and the
analysis module implements the error analysis
framework described above and ships with other
analysis and visualization utilities.
3.1 core
All input and output must conform to the format of
the CoNLL-2012 shared task on coreference resolution (Pradhan et al., 2012). We employ a rule-based
mention extractor, which also computes a rich set of
mention attributes, including tokens, head, part-ofspeech tags, named entity tags, gender, number, se-
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Figure 1: (a) a reference entity r (represented as a complete one-directional graph) and its spanning tree Tr , (b) a set
S of three system entities, (c) the errors: all edges in Tr which are not in S.

mantic class, grammatical function, coarse mention
type and fine-grained mention type.
3.2 coreference
cort ships with two coreference resolution approaches. First, it includes multigraph, which is a
deterministic approach using a few strong features
(Martschat and Strube, 2014). Second, it includes
a mention-pair approach (Soon et al., 2001) with
a large feature set, trained via a perceptron on the
CoNLL’12 English training data.
System

MUC

B3

CEAFe

Average

StanfordSieve
BerkeleyCoref

64.96
70.27

54.49
59.29

51.24
56.11

56.90
61.89

multigraph
mention-pair

69.13
69.09

58.61
57.84

56.06
53.56

61.28
60.16

Table 1: Comparison of systems on CoNLL’12 English
development data.

In Table 1, we compare both approaches with
StanfordSieve (Lee et al., 2013), the winner of the
CoNLL-2011 shared task, and BerkeleyCoref (Durrett and Klein, 2013), a state-of-the-art structured
machine learning approach. The systems are evaluated via the CoNLL scorer (Pradhan et al., 2014).
Both implemented approaches achieve competitive performance. Due to their modular implementation, both approaches are easily extensible with
new features and with training or inference schemes.
They therefore can serve as a good starting point for
system development and analysis.
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3.3 analysis
The core of this module is the ErrorAnalysis
class, which extracts and manages errors extracted
from one or more systems. The user can define
own spanning tree algorithms to extract errors. We
already implemented the algorithms discussed in
Martschat and Strube (2014). Furthermore, this
module provides functionality to
• categorize and filter sets of errors,
• visualize these sets,
• compare errors of different systems, and
• display errors in document context.
Which of these features is interesting to the user depends on the use case. In the following, we will
describe the popular use case of improving a coreference system in detail. Our system also supports
other use cases, such as the cross-system analysis
described in Martschat and Strube (2014).

4

Use Case: Improving a Coreference
Resolution System

A natural language processing engineer might be interested in improving the performance of a coreference resolution system since it is necessary for another task. The needs may differ depending on the
task at hand: for some tasks proper name coreference may be of utmost importance, while other tasks
need mostly pronoun coreference. Through model
and feature redesign, the engineer wants to improve
the system with respect to a certain error class.
The user will start with a baseline system, which
can be one of the implemented systems in our toolkit
or a third-party system. We now describe how cort
facilitates improving the system.

4.2

To get an initial assessment, the user can extract all
errors made by the system and then make use of the
plotting component to compare these errors with the
maximum possible number of errors3 .
For a meaningful analysis, we have to find a suitable error categorization. Suppose the user is interested in improving recall for non-pronominal coreference. Hence, following Martschat and Strube
(2014), we categorize all errors by coarse mention
type of anaphor and antecedent (proper name, noun,
pronoun, demonstrative pronoun or verb)4 .

In order to determine how to improve the system,
the user needs to perform a detailed analysis of
the noun-name errors. Our toolkit provides several methods to do so. First of all, one can browse
through the pairwise error representations. This suggests further subcategorization (for example by the
presence of token overlap). An iteration of this process leads to a fine-grained categorization of errors.
However, this approach does not provide any document context, which is necessary to understand
some errors. Maybe context features can help in resolving the error, or the error results from multiple
competing antecedents. We therefore include a visualization component, which also allows to study the
interplay between recall and precision.
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of this visualization component, which runs in a web browser using
JavaScript. The header displays the identifier of the
document in focus. The left bar contains the navigation panel, which includes
• a list of all documents in the corpus,
• a summary of all errors for the document in focus, and
• lists of reference and system entities for the
document in focus.
To the right of the navigation panel, the document in
focus is shown. When the user picks a reference or
system entity from the corresponding list, cort displays all recall and precision errors for all mentions
which are contained in the entity (as labeled red arrows between mentions). Alternatively, the user can
choose an error category from the error summary. In
that case, all errors of that category are displayed.
We use color to distinguish between entities:
mentions in different entities have different background colors. Additionally mentions in reference
entities have a yellow border, while mentions in system entities have a blue border (for example, the
mention the U.S.-backed rebels is in a reference entity and in a system entity). The user can choose to
color the background of mentions either depending
on their gold entity or depending on their system entity.
These visualization capabilities allow for a detailed analysis of errors and enable the user to take
all document information into account.
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Figure 2: Recall errors of the multigraph baseline.

Figure 2 compares the recall error numbers of
the multigraph system with the maximum possible
number of errors for the categories of interest to
the engineer. The plot was created by our toolkit
via matplotlib (Hunter, 2007). We can see that the
model performs very well for proper name pairs.
Relative to the maximum number of errors, there are
much more recall errors in the other categories. A
plot for precision errors shows that the system makes
only relatively few precision errors, especially for
proper name pairs.
After studying these plots the user decides to improve recall for pairs where the anaphor is a noun
and the antecedent is a name. This is a frequent category which is handled poorly by the system.
3

For recall, the maximum number of errors are the errors
made by a system which puts each mention in its own cluster.
For precision, we take all pairwise decisions of a model.
4
For a pair of mentions constituting an error, we call the
mention appearing later in the text the anaphor, the other mention antecedent.
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Detailed Analysis

Figure 3: Screenshot of the visualization component.

The result of the analysis is that almost all errors
are missed is-a relations, such as in the examples in
Figure 3 (the U.S.-backed rebels and the Contras).

ing on the results of the comparison, the user can
decide between discarding, retaining and improving
the feature.

4.3 Error Comparison
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Motivated by this, the user can add features to the
system, for example incorporating world knowledge
from Wikipedia. The output of the changed model
can be loaded into the ErrorAnalysis object
which already manages the errors made by the baseline system.
To compare the errors, cort implements various
functions. In particular, the user can access common errors and errors which are unique to one or
more systems. This allows for an assessment of the
qualitative usefulness of the new feature. Depend-

9

Related Work

Compared to our original implementation of the
error analysis framework (Martschat and Strube,
2014), we made the analysis interface more userfriendly and provide more analysis functionality.
Furthermore, while our original implementation did
not include any visualization capabilities, we now
allow for both data visualization and document visualization.
We are aware of two other software packages for
coreference resolution error analysis. Our toolkit

complements these. Kummerfeld and Klein (2013)
present a toolkit which extracts errors from transformation of reference to system entities. Hence, their
definition of what an error is not rooted in a pairwise
representation, and is therefore conceptually different from our definition. They do not provide any
visualization components.
ICE (Gärtner et al., 2014) is a toolkit for coreference visualization and corpus analysis. In particular, the toolkit visualizes recall and precision errors
in a tree-based visualization of coreference clusters.
Compared to ICE, we provide more extensive functionality for error analysis and can accommodate for
different notions of errors.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We presented cort, a toolkit for coreference resolution error analysis. It implements a graph-based
analysis framework, ships with two strong coreference resolution baselines and provides extensive
functionality for analysis and visualization.
We are currently investigating whether the analysis framework can also be applied to structurally related tasks, such as cross-document coreference resolution (Singh et al., 2011) or entity linking.
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